1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

As one of the most remarkable findings over the past 15 years, RNA interference (RNAi) is an endogenous process in which small noncoding RNAs, including small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and microRNAs (miRNAs), post-transcriptionally regulate gene expressions by binding to their complementary mRNAs.^[@ref1]^ Due to its unique roles in regulating the stabilities and functions of mRNAs, RNAi has emerged as a promising alternative for the treatment of various diseases and attracted substantial attention.^[@ref2]−[@ref5]^

Once inside cells, siRNAs are unwound by an ATP-dependent helicase and the antisense strand is incorporated into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). Subsequently, the antisense strand guides the RISC to its complementary mRNAs in a very specific way and triggers the degradation of target mRNAs. Unlike siRNAs, miRNAs encoded in the genome are transcribed into primary miRNAs (pri-miRNAs) in the nucleus. The pri-miRNAs are then processed by ribonuclease Drosha to form ∼75 nucleotide (nt) long hairpin precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNAs), which are translocated to the cytoplasm. The Dicer cleaves the pre-miRNAs to form mature miRNAs, which are duplex RNAs. The miRNA strand (also termed guide strand) is then separated from its complementary strand and incorporated into the RISC, followed by binding to its target mRNAs to suppress translation or trigger degradation of the mRNAs.

In general, siRNA and miRNA/miRNA mimics are similar in nature and activity except their origin and specificity. siRNAs are artificial double-stranded RNAs of 19--21 nt in length, while miRNAs are endogenous single-stranded RNAs of 21--25 nt. Endogenous miRNAs may be either downregulated or upregulated in a pathological condition and can be brought back to normal level by miRNA replacement therapy or miRNA inhibition therapy.^[@ref6]^ siRNAs are always exogenous and need to be delivered into cell cytoplasm to silence an overexpressed disease gene. Another major difference between siRNA and miRNA is their specificity to target mRNAs. A single siRNA forms a perfect match to its complementary mRNA and only induces the degradation of its target mRNA. On the contrary, a single miRNA may target hundreds of mRNAs that can form imperfect matches. Unlike exogenous siRNAs, endogenous miRNA cannot be used for therapeutic applications. Instead, synthetic miRNA mimics (RNA duplexes containing the guide strand of the miRNA) are always used in miRNA replacement therapy.

Although both siRNAs and miRNAs have been extensively studied as novel therapeutics for a wide range of diseases, the large molecular weight, anionic surface charges, instability in blood circulation, and intracellular trafficking to the RISC after cellular uptake have hindered the translation of these RNAs from bench to clinic.^[@ref2]^ As a result, a great variety of delivery systems have been investigated for safe and effective delivery of small noncoding RNAs.^[@ref7]−[@ref9]^ Among them, cationic peptides have emerged as a promising type of carrier due to their inherent ability to condense negatively charged RNAs, ease of synthesis, controllable size, and tunable structure for tailoring physicochemical properties and targetability of the cargo. In general, three approaches have been used for cationic peptide-mediated RNA delivery: covalent conjugation of cationic peptides to one strand of RNA duplex; noncovalent complexation of cationic peptides with RNA; and inclusion of cationic peptides as a condensing agent in a lipid or polymeric carrier. Moreover, peptides can also be used as targeting ligands in RNA delivery systems.

Direct covalent conjugation is the easiest strategy but less successful because of technical difficulties in synthesizing the cationic peptide--siRNA conjugates and neutralization of the positive charges, which are vital for membrane translocation and cellular uptake.^[@ref10]^ Some of the cationic peptide conjugated siRNAs fail to improve gene silencing effect *in vivo* compared to unmodified siRNA.^[@ref11]^ It is possibly due to insufficient amount of cationic peptides, which fail to effectively condense negatively charged siRNAs in this approach.^[@ref12]^

In contrast, noncovalent complexation of cationic peptides with RNA exhibits a significant gene silencing effect *in vitro* and *in vivo*.^[@ref13]−[@ref15]^ Peptides used in such a strategy are usually composed of two domains: a hydrophilic domain and a hydrophobic domain. The hydrophilic domain contains positively charged amino acids, such as ariginine (arg), lysine (lys), and histidine (his), to provide at least a net positive charge of +8.^[@ref15]−[@ref17]^ The positive charge allows the condensation of RNA and enables multiple hydrogen bondings with anionic cell membrane to facilitate cellular uptake. The hydrophobic domain contains tryptophan (trp) and phenylalanine (phe) residues, which enhance interaction with the lipid bilayer of cells.^[@ref15]^

Moreover, one terminal extreme of the cationic peptides can be modified with hydrophobic moieties, such as cholesterol, stearic acid, and cholic acid to enhance hydrophobicity.^[@ref9],[@ref18]^ The other terminal of the peptide can be conjugated with relatively hydrophilic moieties, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG). These constructs can form micelle-like structure after mixing with siRNA and efficiently deliver them to target cells.^[@ref9],[@ref18]^ To enhance stability and circulation time, a number of block copolymers of peptides, such as mPEG~2000~-PLA~3000~-*b*-R~15~,^[@ref19]^ PEI-*g*-(PLL-*b*-PEG),^[@ref18]^ and mPEG-PLGA-*b*-PLL \[where PLGA is poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)\],^[@ref20]^ have been synthesized. Alternatively, cationic peptides such as protamine can be used as the condensing component of nanocomplex to encapsulate negatively charged RNAs.^[@ref21],[@ref22]^

miRNA and siRNA can also be delivered using plasmid vector to achieve long-term activity.^[@ref23]^ However, delivery of these plasmid forms falls within the purview of DNA delivery and therefore beyond the scope of this article. In this review, we will focus on three major types of cationic peptides, including poly([l]{.smallcaps}-lysine) (PLL), protamine, and cell penetrating peptides (CPP), as well as peptide targeting ligands that have been extensively used in RNA delivery. The delivery strategies, applications, and limitations of these cationic peptides in siRNA/miRNA delivery will be discussed. Although most of the RNA delivery systems mentioned in this article are initially designed for siRNA, they can also be used for miRNA delivery because of the similar size and chemical properties between siRNA and miRNA mimics.

2. Poly([l]{.smallcaps}-lysine) in RNA Delivery {#sec2}
===============================================

Poly([l]{.smallcaps}-lysine), also known as alpha poly([l]{.smallcaps}-lysine) or PLL, is one of the first nucleic acid carriers reported back in 1989. PLL can be synthesized by a living polymerization of *N*-carboxyanhydrides (NCA), which provides narrow chain length distributions and the ability to obtain high molecular weight poly(peptide) polymers.^[@ref24]^ Various molecular weights ranging from 500 Da to more than 100 kDa of PLL are commercially available.^[@ref25],[@ref26]^ Among them, PLL ranging from 2.4 to ∼30 kDa have been exploited for siRNA delivery,^[@ref27]^ and PLL with the molecular weight \>70 kDa is mainly recommended for enhancing cell adhesion to solid surface.^[@ref28]^ Naturally, polylysine appears as ε-poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine (or EPL), which is produced by bacterial fermentation. The amide bond of EPL is formed between the carboxyl terminal and the epsilon-amino groups.^[@ref29]^ EPL contains similar positive charges as PLL and has been used in condensing nucleic acids.^[@ref28]^

PLL is a well optimized cationic peptide for condensation of DNA molecules by electrostatic interaction between positively charged amino acids of PLL and the phosphate backbone of DNA. However, the molecular weight and topology of DNA molecules are very different from those of small noncoding RNA and other small oligonucleotides. Therefore, the findings from DNA complexation with cationic polymers, such as PLL, cannot be directly extrapolated to siRNA and miRNA. In fact, many factors, including polymer molecular weight, salt concentration, pH, charge ratio, and mixing order, can affect the complexation of siRNA with PLL.^[@ref30]^ For example, Zheng et al. have compared complexation characteristics of PLL with a long double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and a 21nt double-stranded oligonucleotide (ds-oligo) which is structurally similar to a 21nt siRNA against firefly luciferase gene in the same condition.^[@ref30]^ The ds-oligo forms a compact rod shape structure with high scattering intensity in complexation with PLL. On the contrary, the dsDNA forms a coil conformation with PLL in aqueous media. These conformations are governed by charge density, rigidity, and chain length of the nucleic acids. The coiled structure of dsDNA prevents an ideal match of each base pair with PLL, leading to the formation of a loose structure. The linear, flexible, and shorter chain length of the ds-oligo interacts with PLL in a more ordered manner that allows the formation of a compact structure. However, even though the ds-oligo forms a dense complex, the scatter density gradually decreases with incubation time due to slow dissociation of the complex. Dissociation of the ds-oligo PLL complex exposes oligonucleotides to external medium, leading to reduction of the transfection efficiency of these complexes. By contrast, long chains of DNA entangle together and stabilize the complexes with PLL.^[@ref30]^

Although PLL has been extensively used and characterized as a cationic carrier for siRNA delivery, there are few reports of successful siRNA delivery by simple complexation of siRNA with linear PLL alone. The potential reasons behind this may be toxicity, poor endosomal release, and nonspecific binding of linear PLL to serum proteins.^[@ref31],[@ref32]^ To circumvent these limitations, several derivatives of PLL have been developed to improve the efficacy of small noncoding RNA delivery (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}).

###### PLL-Based RNA Delivery Systems
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2.1. PLL Conjugates with Endosomal Disrupting Agents {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------

One possible reason for the insufficient transfection efficacy of PLL is its inability to be released from endosomes (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). Following endocytosis, a large proportion of the siRNA--PLL complex is retained in endosomes and then transported to lysosomes, where it is digested by hydrolase enzymes. This might be attributed to the absence of fusogenic groups to facilitate endosomal release of siRNA.^[@ref33]^ Consequently, various endosomal releasing residues, such as fusogenic peptides, chloroquine, and histidine, have been conjugated to PLL to overcome this problem.^[@ref31],[@ref33]^ The imidazole ring of histidine is a weak base that is positively charged at endosomal pH (∼6) and facilitates endosomal disruption by the proton sponge mechanism. Conjugation of histidine to PLL has shown significant improvement in transfection efficiency.^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ For example, a reducible copolypeptide (rCPP) composed of a histidine-rich peptide (HRP) and a nuclear localization sequence (NLS) peptide was developed for siRNA delivery.^[@ref36]^ In this system, three lysine residues were utilized to condense siRNA, and six histidine residues were inserted to promote endosomal release of the complex. In another study, branched histidine-lysine rich (HK) peptides containing four (H3K4b and H2K4b) or eight (H3K8b) terminal branches were synthesized and compared for effective delivery of siRNA targeting β-galactosidase (β-gal) expressed in SVR-bag4 cells. The siRNA complex made with the H3K8b peptide showed silencing activity up to ∼80%.^[@ref36]^

2.2. PEGylated PLL {#sec2.2}
------------------

The presence of positive charges on the surface of PLL/siRNA complexes is believed to enhance cell internalization. However, interaction of the positively charged PLL/siRNA complexes with negatively charged serum proteins may cause undesired aggregation and RES uptake, which consequently decrease the therapeutic outcome of siRNA. Modification of PLL with polysaccharides, PEG, or other water-soluble polymers is the major strategy to enhance the systemic circulation profile of PLL/siRNA complexes by decreasing nonspecific interaction with blood components. PEGylation of PLL leads to formation of particles with a core--shell structure. Such particles contain a cationic fragment in the inner core that helps to condense nucleic acids. The uncharged hydrophilic PEG outer layer helps to reduce particle size, cytotoxicity, and nonspecific interaction with blood components, leading to prolonged systemic circulation.^[@ref18],[@ref37]^ However, shielding of the cationic core with PEG may inhibit the interaction of these complexes with the negatively charged cell membrane and eventually decrease cellular uptake and endosomal release.^[@ref38],[@ref39]^ To overcome these obstacles, siRNA delivery systems containing cleavable PEG spacers have been developed.^[@ref40]^ The cleavable spacer allows easy detachment of PEG from carriers at the site of destination. Cleavable linkers such as pH-sensitive, reduction-sensitive (disulfide), and enzyme-sensitive linkers have been used to tether cleavable PEG in polymeric and lipid based nanocarriers, and similarly can also be utilized for peptide-based siRNA delivery systems.^[@ref40]−[@ref43]^

2.3. PLL Amphiphilic Block Copolymers {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------

In recent years, PLL-based triblock copolymers composed of a cationic core, a hydrophobic moiety, and an amphiphilic PEG chain have been designed for siRNA delivery (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). The order of PLL, PEG, and hydrophobic core can be adjusted to achieve the desired property. For example, Guo et al. synthesized a PLL derivative in which the backbone was modified with cholic acid on one side and PEG on another side with a pH-sensitive linker, benzoic imine.^[@ref18]^ Cationic micelles were formed with a core--shell structure containing a hydrophobic cholic acid in the core and a hydrophilic segment, where siRNA is condensed on the shell surface hanging with PEG. The presence of a pH-cleavable linker allows the release of PEG and decreases shielding in the vicinity of tumor cells, where the pH is slightly acidic. The cationic micelles show significant inhibition of a reporter gene and tumor growth in a mouse model of prostate cancer.

Due to its amphiphilic nature, the PLL triblock copolymer (hydrophobic core-PLL-PEG) can self-assemble into micelles prior to siRNA encapsulation.^[@ref44]^ These micelles consist of three layers: a hydrophobic core, PLL/siRNA in the middle layer, and PEG in the outer corona. Because of the covalent conjugation of the hydrophobic core to PLL and PEG, a dense layer of the PLL/siRNA complex is formed around the compressed hydrophobic core, leading to relatively smaller particles (micelle-polyplex) as compared to an siRNA/PLL-PEG physical mixture without a hydrophobic core, which is called a polyplex. Moreover, formation of the hydrophobic core prior to siRNA addition allows the PLL/siRNA complex to localize on the surface of the hydrophobic core, and the PEG layer is squeezed out to form the third layer.^[@ref44]^ However, siRNA encapsulation in the micelle formulation is lower than that of the polyplexes. A limited thickness of the PEG layer on the corona of micelles exhibits a higher zeta potential of the complex that does not vary with N/P (the molar ratio of the amine groups of a cationic peptide to the phosphate groups of an RNA) ratio. In contrast, simple physical mixing of PLL-PEG and siRNA shows an increase in zeta potential with increase in N/P ratios, probably due to the availability of siRNA/PLL complexes near the surface.^[@ref44]^

To compare the advantage of the micellar structure over polyplexes, a triblock polymer of monomethoxy poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(ε-caprolactone)-poly([l]{.smallcaps}-lysine) (mPEG-PCL-PLL, abbreviated "M") with variable length PCL and a diblock polymer without PCL block (mPEG-PLL, abbreviated "P") were synthesized to form micelle and polyplex structures, respectively. Both the polymers "M" and "P" contain the same PLL and PEG length. The study compared the effect of the hydrophobic segment (PCL and its different lengths) on particle size, zeta potential, stability, and siRNA delivery efficiency. "M" polymers show small particle sizes because the hydrophobic PCL core is more compressible. The particles size depends only on the length of the PCL core and not on the N/P ratio used for siRNA condensation. As a result, "M" polymers containing longer PCL chains exhibit large micelles. Moreover, the zeta potential of micelles made with these polymers was higher compared to "P" polymers due to the association of the siRNA/PLL complex on the PCL surface, which was covered uniformly with the mPEG layer. Both the "P" and "M" polymers showed similar siRNA condensation ability confirmed by gel electrophoresis, suggesting that only the PLL fragment is responsible for siRNA binding through electrostatic interactions. However, "M" polymers exhibited stronger gene knockdown effect than "P" polymers. It could be due to the loose architecture and large volume of the "P" polymer lipoplex, which hinder cellular uptake of the siRNA.^[@ref44]^ This finding is in accordance with a recent report in which cholesterol was conjugated to a lysine containing peptide to form a micelle structure before complexation with siRNA. The cholesterol modified peptide demonstrated much higher condensation capability and transfection efficacy compared to the peptide carrier without cholesterol.^[@ref9]^

The length of PLL in PLL-PEG block polymers is also important in determining siRNA delivery efficacy. For instance, Ambardekar et al. investigated the effect of PLL molecular weight on a delivery system containing nuclease-resistant cholesterol-siRNA (3′ end of the sense strand is modified with cholesterol), and a block polymer of PLL-PEG (5 kDa) in which the PLL molecular weight was variable from 10 to 50 kDa. Increasing the PLL block length from 10 to 50 kDa decreased the minimum N/P ratio required to form complex with siRNA. Compared to unmodified siRNA, cholesterol modified siRNAs required lower N/P ratio at the same PLL block length. In addition, an increase in PLL chain length also enhanced siRNA loading and serum stability. Moreover, the PLL-PEG/siRNA complexes inhibited the target gene in a PLL length-dependent manner in primary breast tumors after iv administration. The reason behind these observations could be that longer PLL chain protects siRNA from nuclease degradation in systemic circulation and consequently enhances the bioavailability.^[@ref45]^

PLL based amphiphilic polymers can also be used for codelivery of siRNA and hydrophobic anticancer drugs to synergetically impede tumor growth. For instance, codelivery of the anticancer drug docetaxel (DTX) and Bcl-2-targeting siRNA in a micelle made by a triblock copolymer of poly(ethylene glycol)-poly([l]{.smallcaps}-lysine)-poly([l]{.smallcaps}-leucine) (PEG-PLL-PLLeu) was investigated. PLLeu served as the hydrophobic core to entrap DTX, while siRNA were condensed with PLL via electrostatic interaction. The resulting formulation exerted enhanced antitumor activity with a small dose of DTX in MCF-7 xenograft murine model. The therapeutic effect of the codelivery system was significantly higher compared to an individual dose of siRNA or DTX alone.^[@ref46]^

2.4. PLL Dendrimer {#sec2.4}
------------------

Dendritic PLLs have also been synthesized for efficient delivery of nucleic acids.^[@ref47]^ The earlier-developed G2 and G3 generation dendritic PLLs have shown efficient gene transfer into COS-7^[@ref48]^ and BHK^[@ref49]^ cells, respectively, and attracted scientists to develop higher generation dendrimers such as G5 and G6. These novel hyperbranched PLLs showed enhanced transfection efficiency similar to Lipofectin or SuperFact transfection reagent.^[@ref47]^ However, the absence of primary amine in the interior of these dendrimers minimizes the endosomal disruption property and consequently decreases the siRNA release in the cytoplasm. Therefore, dendritic PLL have been investigated in combination with endosome-disrupting agents to improve the transfection efficacy of siRNA. For example, Inoue et al. used Endo-Porter, a weakly basic amphiphilic peptide, to enhance the capability of KG6 (a sixth-generation PLL dendrimer) for efficient delivery of siRNA.^[@ref50]^ In addition, dendritic analogues of PLL can also be modified in terminal ends with histidine and arginine for effective endosomal disruption.^[@ref51]^

2.5. Reducible PLL {#sec2.5}
------------------

High molecular weight PLLs exert prolonged cytotoxicity in clinical applications. As a result, several biodegradable PLL derivatives have been synthesized in recent years.^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ One strategy to improve the biodegradability and endosomal release of siRNA from PLL is to introduce reducible disulfide bonds that can cross-link low molecular weight PLL. The resulting PLL polymers can be degraded into small fragments via reduction of disulfide bonds in the cytoplasm. This enhances the release of nucleic acid cargo in the cytoplasm without addition of chloroquine or other endosomolytic agents and eventually increases the silencing effects. For instance, compared to a high molecular weight PLL (∼20,900 Da), a 3200 Da reducible linear PLL showed significantly higher transfection efficiency with less cell cytotoxicity in several cell lines.^[@ref54]^

Similarly, a reducible polycation consisting of histidine and polylysine (termed HIS RPC) was evaluated for siRNA delivery to avoid the use of endosomolytic agents, such as chloroquine, and enhance biodegradation.^[@ref55]^ Cys-His3-Lys3-His3-Cys (HIS3 RPC) and Cys-His6-Lys3-His6-Cys (HIS6 RPC) were synthesized by oxidative polycondensation (59 kDa and 113 kDa, respectively) and compared with Cys-Lys10-Cys (65 kDa). The presence of cysteine enabled the polymerization and intracellular degradation of the polymer. On the other hand, histidine residues enabled the buffering capacity of polymer in endosomal pH without the use of any endosomolytic agents. As a result, HIS6 RPC showed better results compared to its synthetic counterparts. Interestingly, when these HIS6 RPCs were evaluated for silencing of p75^NTR^ gene, almost 100% knockdown was observed, akin to Oligofectamine but higher than PEI. In addition, HIS6 RPC mediated silencing of GFP gene was significantly higher than that of commercially available JetPEI.^[@ref55]^

In another study, Stevenson et al. investigated the effect of the molecular weight of HIS6 RPCs on the knockdown effect of siRNA. HIS6 RPCs with four different molecular weights (38, 44, 80, and 114 kDa) were synthesized by controlling the time of oxidative polycondensation reaction. Only the 80 kDa HIS6 RPC exerted a higher condensation of siRNAs with smaller particle size of ∼80 nm. The RPCs can efficiently silence stably expressed EGFP in liver cell lines. On the contrary, siRNA combined with nonreducible PLL showed negligible activity. Moreover, incorporation of a hepatocyte-specific peptide sequence derived from the *Plasmodium falciparum* circumsporozite protein (HNMPNDPNRNVDENANANSAYC) exhibited an enhanced knockdown effect of HIS6 RPCs in hepatocytes but not nonliver cells.^[@ref56]^

2.6. PLL Modified Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles (MSN) {#sec2.6}
-------------------------------------------------------

Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) are attractive nanocarriers for nucleic acid delivery. The well-defined structures of MSNs allow for controlled loading and release of entrapped siRNAs. Other advantages include good chemical and physical stability, nontoxicity, biocompatibility, higher drug-loading efficiency, and controllable drug release. Loading and release kinetics of siRNA in MSNs can be adjusted by modulating the pore size, shape, surface properties, and surface area of the MSNs.^[@ref57]^

Because MSNs are anionic in nature, surface modification with cationic peptides or polymers is therefore required to deliver small noncoding RNAs (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}), for example, a large pore mesoporous silica nanoparticle (LP-MSN) functionalized with PLL through covalent immobilization. Compared to unmodified or amino modified MSNs, the PLL modified MSNs show far more efficiency in delivering siRNA into cancer cells and silence the oncogenes.^[@ref58]^

3. Protamine in RNA Delivery {#sec3}
============================

Protamine is an FDA approved, naturally occurring peptide of ∼5000 Da obtained from sperm of salmon and certain other species of fish. Protamine sulfate injection, USP, is a sterile, nonpyrogenic, isotonic solution of protamine sulfate used as heparin antagonist in humans. It acts as a heparin antidote by forming a stable salt with heparin, which results in loss of anticoagulant activity of both the protamine and heparin.^[@ref59]^ Protamine rapidly neutralizes heparin, which starts within 5 min after iv administration.^[@ref60]^ However, heparin reversal using protamine is associated with several adverse effects.^[@ref61]^ Numerous mechanisms have been proposed for adverse reactions caused by protamine, including thromboxane generation, inhibition of carboxypeptidase, histamine release, complement activation, and immunological reactions. In addition, increase in vasodilator factors, such as nitic oxide, and depression of myocardial function, including bradycardia, leads to hypotension in patients treated with protamine. Moreover, direct toxic effects of protamine on the phospholipid membranes result in thrombocytopenia and leukopenia.^[@ref62]^ The presence of high arginine content (∼67%) in protamine and inherent characteristics to condense negatively charged DNA in sperm has been extensively exploited in gene delivery.^[@ref61]^ A peptide containing a higher content of arginine (R) promotes nucleus entry through nuclear pore complexes (NPC). In line with these observations, protamine shows DNA uptake in the nucleus due to the presence of six consecutive arginine residues in its backbone.^[@ref63],[@ref64]^ In recent years, to reduce immunological toxicity mediated by native protamine, several low molecular weight protamines have been synthesized for siRNA delivery.^[@ref65],[@ref66]^

Recently, protamine has been utilized by our group to enhance siRNA condensation.^[@ref67]^ A complex containing streptavidin, siRNA targeting poly(rC) binding protein 2 (PCBP2), and cholesterol (SSC) was formed by noncovalent interaction between biotin (present in siRNA and cholesterol) and streptavidin. The resulting complexes were stable in the serum but unable to enter cells due to the absence of positively charged component to neutralize siRNA. The incorporation of protamine in the SSC complex results in smaller size and higher cellular uptake in hepatic stellate cells (HSCs).^[@ref67]^ In another study, we conjugated protamine to the LNCaP specific peptide KYL (KYLAYPDSVHIW) to condense a FITC-labeled siRNA and showed high cellular uptake in the cells.^[@ref68]^

Protamine has been extensively used for siRNA delivery. Several approaches including siRNA/protamine complexed within liposomes,^[@ref21]^ and antibody-protamine fusions,^[@ref69]^, have been investigated for effective siRNA delivery (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}).

###### Protamine-Based RNA Delivery Systems
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3.1. Liposomal Delivery of Protamine-Condensed siRNA {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------------------

Liposome is the most commonly used nucleic acid delivery system. To efficiently entrap small RNAs in liposomes, cationic agents, such as protamine, are usually used to enhance the condensation and encapsulation of small RNAs in liposome-based systems (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). For example, β-7 integrin-targeted liposomes were prepared for the delivery of cyclin D1 (CyD1) siRNA.^[@ref21]^ CyD1 governs the proliferation of normal and malignant cells, and its overexpression is observed in the colon during inflammatory bowel disease.^[@ref70],[@ref71]^ Liposomes were prepared using neutral phospholipid to avoid toxicity associated with cationic lipids. The liposomes were stabilized with surface decoration of hyaluronan, which was then conjugated with β-7 integrin-targeted antibodies. siRNA was encapsulated by rehydration of the liposomes in the presence of protamine/siRNA complex. The resulting nanocarriers showed more than 80% siRNA loading while maintaining nanoscale dimensions. *In vivo* administration of the liposomal formulations exhibited significant knockdown of CyD1 in leukocytes and reversed experimentally induced colitis.^[@ref21]^

Similarly, a sigma receptor-targeted liposomal formulation of siRNA against human survivin was prepared. Sigma receptors are membrane-bound proteins overexpressed in various human tumor cells, including breast cancer, prostate cancer, and NSCLC, and exert higher binding affinity to benzamide derivatives such as anisamide.^[@ref72]^ To prepare a targeted delivery system, siRNA and calf thymus DNA (1:1 weight ratio) were mixed together with protamine to obtain electrostatic complex. These complexes were further coated with cationic liposomes consisting of cholesterol and DOTAP (1:1 molar ratio) to form liposome-polycation-DNA (LPD) nanoparticles. Consequently, to enhance the systemic circulation and targetability of the resulting LPD nanoparticles, PEG conjugated with anisamide on the terminal end was tethered on the nanoparticle surface. Calf thymus DNA in the LPD nanoparticles is essential to increase the delivery efficiency (20--80%) of particles while reducing particle size up to 10--30%. Higher protamine concentrations altered the net surface charge of protamine-DNA/siRNA complex to slightly positive and therefore decreased the interaction with cationic liposomes and lowered the encapsulation efficiency of siRNAs. Compared to LPD functionzlized with PEG alone, these anisamide functionalized nanocarriers showed enhanced siRNA uptake and survivin mRNA knockdown in sigma receptor-overexpressing cells H1299.^[@ref22]^

In another study, an RGD-targeted LPD siRNA delivery system was prepared following the procedure developed by Li et al.^[@ref22]^ to knock down VEGFR-2 (also referred to as fetal liver kinase-1 (Flk-1) in angiogenic cells). To target angiogenic cells, a cyclic Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) peptide that specifically binds to integrins expressed on tumor-associated endothelial cells was attached to the terminal end of PEG in LPD nanoparticles. The RGD peptide modified formulation showed enhanced uptake and silencing of VEGFR-2 in two endothelial cell lines.^[@ref73]^

3.2. Antibody-Protamine Fusion Proteins {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------

Tissue- and cell-specific delivery of small noncoding RNAs is a key obstacle to their therapeutic applications. One way to deliver small RNAs to target cells is to make fusion proteins of protamine with targeting antibodies (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). Protamine in these fusion proteins helps in siRNA condensation because of its cationic nature, while antibodies allow cell-specific targeting.^[@ref74]^ Several proteins, antigens, and receptors, such as human integrin lymphocyte function associated antigen-1 (LFA-1),^[@ref75]^ epidermal growth factor receptor family member ErbB2 (HER2),^[@ref20]^ prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA),^[@ref76]^ and HIV envelope proteins,^[@ref69]^ are overexpressed in specific cells and have been utilized as targets for siRNA delivery using the protamine antibody fusion strategy. For instance, the recombinant fusion protein of protamine to HER-2 specific single-chain fragmented antibodies (ScFvs) (named F5-P) successfully delivered Polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1) siRNAs into Her2(+) breast cancer cell lines and primary human cancers in orthotopic breast cancer models. Silencing of the target gene induced apoptosis of Her2(+) breast cancer cell lines. When injected intravenously, the F5-P/PLK-1-siRNA complex showed significant accumulation in orthotopic Her2(+) breast cancer xenografts, leading to suppressed PLK1 gene expression and tumor cell apoptosis.^[@ref20]^

In another study, a fusion protein containing the heavy chain of a Fab fragment (F105) specific for the HIV envelope protein gp160 and protamine (named F105-P) was constructed to deliver siRNA to HIV-infected cells or cells expressing exogenous HIV envelope glycoprotein gp160 (HIV *env*).^[@ref69]^ To investigate the targeting efficacy of the F105-P/siRNA complex in HIV *env* expressing Jurkat cells, FITC-siRNA were transfected either alone or with the unmodified F105 antibody or with F105-P. As a result, the F105-P/siRNA complex showed significantly higher uptake only in HIV *env* positive cells. Interestingly, siRNA alone or simple mixture with unmodified antibody (without protamine) showed negligible cellular uptake. Similarly, intravenous or intratumoral injection of the F105-P/siRNA complex was carried out in mice bearing HIV *env* expressing B16 melanoma cells. A cocktail of siRNAs targeting the cell cycle (c-myc), apoptosis (mdm2), and angiogenesis (VEGF) significantly reduced tumor growth only in HIV *env* positive tumors but not in normal tissue or in envelope-negative tumors. Intravenous injections of the complex also showed higher accumulation and inhibition of malicious genes in tumors.^[@ref69]^

3.3. Low Molecular Weight Protamine (LMWP) {#sec3.3}
------------------------------------------

Protamine, although effective in nucleic acid delivery, may have adverse effects such as mild hypotension to severe or ultimately fatal cardiac arrest and immunological responses. This has led researchers to develop nontoxic low molecular weight protamine (LMWP).^[@ref77]−[@ref79]^ LMWPs are nontoxic arginine-rich peptides derived from native protamine by enzymatic digestion with thermolysin.^[@ref79]−[@ref81]^ Briefly, digestion is carried out by incubation of thermolysin with protamine for 30 min at room temperature, and peptide fragments are separated using a heparin affinity column. Five peptides, thermolysin-digested segment of protamine (TDSP) 1--5, are obtained from the process.^[@ref82]^ Among them, TDSP4 containing a mixture of 2 tridecyl peptides with sequences of VSRRRRRGGRRRR and ASRRRRRGGRRRR and TDSP5 (VSRRRRRRGGRRRR) maintain the heparin-neutralizing ability.^[@ref66]^ However, due to the similarity of their structures to TAT~47--57~ peptides, only TDSP5 has been used for siRNA and protein delivery.^[@ref82]^ (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}) In addition, these LMWPs have been suggested to be clinically safe delivery carriers, as neither an antigenic nor a mutagenic response was elicited when tested on a dog model.^[@ref79]^

siRNA delivery using LMWPs was as effective as the TAT~47--57~ peptide, a known potent CPP. Choi et al. used these LMWPs for the delivery of siRNA against VEGF.^[@ref65]^ In an *in vitro* experiment on carcinoma cells, high cytoplasmic accumulation of fluorescently tagged siRNA was observed within a short period of time, leading to significant downregulation of VEGF. Intraperitoneal injection of the LMWP/siRNA complexes also delivered the siRNA into tumors, knocked down VEGF expression, and eventually inhibited tumor growth. In addition, the LMWP/siRNA complex did not induce the expression of cytokines including interleukin (IL)-12 and interferon (IFN)-α, suggesting good safety in animals.^[@ref65]^

In another proof-of-concept study, LMWP was used to enhance brain delivery of nanoparticles.^[@ref83]^ In this context, poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactic acid) (PEG-PLA) nanoparticles were modified with thiolated LMWP. The resulting nanoparticles exhibited significantly enhanced cellular accumulation in 16HBE140 cells without cytotoxicity. Further intranasal administration of coumarin-6-loaded LMWP surface functionalized nanoparticles showed significantly higher fluorescence accumulation in the rat cerebellum, cerebrum, olfactory tract, and olfactory bulb compared to nonfunctionalized nanoparticles. This study clearly suggested that brain delivery of nanoparticles can be enhanced by surface functionalization with LMWP. Moreover, this strategy can be employed for the brain delivery of siRNA and diagnostic and other therapeutic agents.^[@ref83]^

LMWP was also investigated for the delivery of miR-29b to human stem cells to induce osteogenic differentiation.^[@ref84]^ Arginine rich LMWP (VSRRRRRRGGRRRR) was synthesized to condense human miRNA-29b sequence (sense: 5′-UAGCACCAUUUGAAAUCAGUGUU). The size of the resulting particles is small (30--50 nm) and dependent on the N/P ratios. To confirm the functional activity of the miR-29b on osteoblastic differentiation in hMSCs, real-time RT-PCR was employed to evaluate the expression of osteogenic gene markers such as COL1A1, ALP, Runx2, OPN, OCN, and TAZ. As a result, except COL1A1, mRNA levels of all osteogenic markers increased at 48 h, which was higher than that observed by using lipoplex delivery system of the same miRNA.^[@ref84]^

4. Cell Penetrating Peptide (CPP) in RNA Delivery {#sec4}
=================================================

In 1988, two independent groups found that the transcription trans-activating (TAT) protein of HIV-1 can enter cells by crossing the cell membrane.^[@ref85],[@ref86]^ Later on, the first CPP, penetratin (pAntp, RQIKIYFQNRRMKWKK), was identified from the third helix homeodomain of the *Drosophila* Antennapedia protein.^[@ref87],[@ref88]^ The minimal TAT sequence (YGRKKRRQRRR) that mediates cellular uptake was also identified.^[@ref89]^ Since then, several cationic and/or amphiphilic CPP peptides containing 5--30 amino acids with the ability to cross the cell membrane and deliver attached cargo have been discovered. The most commonly used CPPs include transportan,^[@ref90]^ VP22,^[@ref91]^ model amphipathic peptide (MAP),^[@ref92]^ and synthetic arginine-rich peptides.^[@ref16],[@ref93]^ The classification and characteristics of individual CPPs have been extensively reviewed elsewhere.^[@ref94],[@ref95]^

The uptake mechanism for cationic cell-penetrating peptides has been extensively studied but is not fully understood. Early studies demonstrated that fluorophore-conjugated CPP was predominantly taken up in a receptor-, energy-, and temperature-independent manner.^[@ref88],[@ref96]^ The methods used in these studies were later found to be inherently flawed. For example, when using confocal microscopy, the cell fixation protocol using methanol could cause artifactual redistribution of fluorescent signals from cell membrane to cytosol and nucleus. Furthermore, quantitative methods such as flow cytometry may have overestimated the uptake rate because they failed to distinguish between extracellular association and internalized fluorescence signals.^[@ref97]^ Since then, studies on internalization mechanism were mostly conducted in live cells instead of fixed cells, and a more thorough washing step, using trypsin or heparin, was introduced to remove membrane bound fluorescent CPPs prior to flow cytometry analysis.

Now it is widely accepted that both endocytotic and nonendocytotic pathways are involved in the cellular uptake of CPPs. In both cases, internalization begins with the interaction of peptides and extracellular matrix, such as electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic interactions, and hydrogen bonds. Positively charged CPPs strongly associate with the plasma membrane by binding to polysulfated and negatively charged cell-surface heparin proteoglycans, including syndecans and glypicans, which are commonly linked with specific core proteins via a GlcA-Gal-Gal-Xyl-Ser linkage.^[@ref98]^ Another common interaction is the electrostatic interaction between positively charged residues of the peptides and the anionic-charged phospholipid head groups. In the case of arginine-rich peptides, such as R9, the binding affinity of the peptides to heparin proteoglycan is greater than to phospholipid head groups.^[@ref99]^ Chemical modification of the peptide with stearic acid or cholesterol could increase the hydrophobicity and affinity to lipid bilayers.^[@ref9],[@ref100]^ It has also been postulated that peptides containing arginines are favorable for counterion-mediated membrane translocation. Guanidinium groups in arginine tend to form bidentate hydrogen bonds with anions to reduce charge repulsion with adjacent arginines.^[@ref101],[@ref102]^

The cellular entry pathway of CPPs can be affected by their cargo. The features of cargo (size and type) and loading method (covalent or noncovalent binding) can influence the internalization mechanism. Many CPPs that are attached to a large cargo or complexed with nucleic acid are taken up via endocytotic pathway. Endo-Porter is a histidine- and leucine-containing, cationic amphipathic peptide that is able to deliver siRNA and morpholino-RNA into cells when noncovalently bound to these nucleic acids.^[@ref103],[@ref104]^ Although endocytotic pathway inhibitors, such as cytochalasin D and dynasore, do not block the Endo-Porter-mediated knockdown, lower temperature (4 °C) does abolish the gene silencing effect, suggesting that the internalization of Endo-Porter/siRNA complex is an energy-dependent process.^[@ref103]^ Similarly, gene silencing effect of the MPGα peptide/siRNA complex and cholesteryl peptide micelle/siRNA complex is completely or partially reversed at lower temperature (4 °C), indicating that endocytosis may be the primary pathway accounting for the functional delivery of siRNA.^[@ref9],[@ref105]^

Some peptides, such as penetratin, can be translocated through the lipid bilayer of unilamellar vesicles without the assistance of any cell membrane proteins.^[@ref106]−[@ref108]^ These reports support the existence of nonendocytotic pathway of peptides. Several hypothetical models have been proposed to explain the nonendocytotic pathway of CPP.^[@ref96],[@ref108]−[@ref110]^ One of the most popular models is "inverted micelle formation". In this model, the cationic peptide first associates with the plasma membrane via electrostatic interaction to transiently form an inverted micelle. The inverted micelle structure allows CPPs to cross the hydrophobic environment of the phosphate lipid tail and release the cargo into the cytoplasm.^[@ref111]^ Alternatively, cationic peptide/siRNA complexes may insert into the membrane and form a transient transmembrane β-structure to allow the complex to pass through cells.^[@ref13],[@ref112]^

In general, due to the highly dynamic structure of cell membrane, the interaction of CPPs with cell surface at the molecular level has been studied in the presence of a lipid system to mimic the cell membrane. In aqueous medium, CPP forms a negligible amount of secondary structures, which transforms into alpha- or beta-structures in the presence of lipid medium. These secondary structures in the presence of a lipid system (mimicking the cell membrane) are often oriented in such a way that favors CPP translocation through the cell membrane.^[@ref94],[@ref113]^ The inherent ability of CPPs to enhance cellular uptake and translocate to different intracellular compartments, such as the nucleus, mitochondria, and cytoplasm, has been utilized extensively in siRNA delivery. Approaches ranging from electrostatic noncovalent complexes to the synthesis of CPP--siRNA conjugates and CPP-functionalized nanoparticles have been developed for siRNA delivery (Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}).

###### CPP-Based RNA Delivery Systems
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4.1. CPP--siRNA Conjugates {#sec4.1}
--------------------------

CPP--siRNA covalent conjugate enables well-defined one to one conjugation with the flexibility of incorporating a cleavable linker between the siRNA and CPP (Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}). In addition, covalent conjugation also ensures that the CPP--siRNA conjugate remains intact in the systemic circulation. The direct conjugation approach may, however, minimize or completely abolish the effectiveness of CPP by neutralizing its positively charged amino acids, which are vital for cellular translocation. To avoid these obstacles to some extent, less negatively charged nucleic acid analogues, such as peptide nucleic acid (PNA) or phosphorodiamidate morpholino oligonucleotides (PMOs), have been investigated.^[@ref114]^ CPP's steric hindrance, the effective dose ratio between CPP and siRNA, the stability/cleavability of the linker, and the intracellular localization of siRNA after uptake are other important factors that need to be considered before using this approach.

Although the covalent conjugation approach is not widely used for siRNA delivery, there are a few studies showing effective siRNA delivery using this approach. For instance, Muratovska et al. conjugated penetratin and transportan to thiol-containing siRNAs targeting luciferase or green fluorescent protein (GFP) transgenes. The resulting disulfide bond containing conjugates showed reduction of the target genes in several mammalian cell lines. Moreover, the silencing effect of the CPP/siRNA conjugate was equivalent to or better than that of cationic liposomes.^[@ref115]^

4.2. CPP/siRNA Noncovalent Complexes {#sec4.2}
------------------------------------

At an optimal charge or molar ratio, the dense positive charges on CPP allow electrostatic condensation with siRNAs. The nanoscale CPP/siRNA complexes can enter cells by interacting with proteoglycans on the cell surface.^[@ref116]^ These noncovalent complexes are easy to prepare and therefore can be formed on a large scale in a cost-effective manner (Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}).

For instance, the MPG peptide (GALFLGFLGAAGSTMGAWSQPKKKRKV) has been used for siRNA delivery using the noncovalent complexation approach.^[@ref13],[@ref117]^ MPG is a fusion peptide derived from the nuclear localization signal (NLS) of SV40 large T antigen and HIV-1 gp41 protein. The presence of the NLS in these peptides allows siRNA accumulation in the nucleus, but cationic charges enable siRNA condensation.^[@ref13],[@ref117]^ However, replacement of a single lysine with serine in the cationic domain of the peptide resulted in siRNA delivery only to the cytoplasm, which demonstrated a stronger silencing effect compared to the unmutated sequence.^[@ref13]^ In another study, the MPG peptide was utilized for the delivery of miRNA-122 (miR 122) mimic and inhibitor into primary mouse liver hepatocytes, liver cell lines and *Caenorhabditis elegans*. The resultant delivery systems demonstrated efficient miRNA delivery to regulate cholesterol metabolism.^[@ref118]^ The targetability of CPPs can be improved by attaching a peptide targeting ligand.^[@ref119]^ For example, to achieve tumor selectivity, a six amino acid peptide (A1) with high affinity for vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-1 (VEGFR1) was fused with the TAT peptide (termed TAT-A1). The resulting TAT-A1 exhibited higher siRNA delivery efficacy in cancer cells compared to TAT alone.^[@ref119]^

Some cationic proteins contain canonical double stranded RNA (dsRNA) binding motifs, which can bind to dsRNA with high affinity but not to double stranded DNA.^[@ref120],[@ref121]^ Protein kinase R (PKR) is one of the well-studied dsRNA binding proteins. It contains two dsRNA binding domains (DRBD): an N-terminal domain (*K*~d~ = 3.8 × 10^--7^ mol/L) and a C-terminal domain (*K*~d~ = 2 × 10^--7^ mol/L).^[@ref121]−[@ref123]^ Recently, PKR-DRBD was fused to the TAT peptide for siRNA delivery (named PTD-DRBD) (Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}). The PTD-DRBD showed impressive siRNA delivery in many primary and transformed cells, including human embryonic stem cells, human umbilical vein endothelial cells, and T cells.^[@ref124]^ However, the propensity of TAT to interact with serum proteins such as glycosaminoglycans may retard their application in iv administration.^[@ref125]^ Moreover, nonspecific cell uptake by TAT may also induce several side effects.^[@ref126]^

To overcome these hurdles, the TAT sequence was replaced with cell-homing peptides or receptor ligands to achieve cell-specific delivery of siRNA. Geoghegan et al. have developed a fusion protein consisting of two DRBD domains (2× DRBD) and three repeats of the B2 peptide sequence (GHKVKRPKG) in place of the TAT peptide.^[@ref127]^ The B2 peptide sequence, identified by phage display against recombinant transferrin receptor (TfR), showed enhanced TfR mediated uptake.^[@ref128]^ The resultant B2-2× DRBD/siRNA complexes significantly reduced the expression of a housekeeping gene, hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT), in HeLa cells. The silencing effect was further increased by the addition of chloroquine (an endosomal acidification inhibitor), suggesting endosomal entrapment of the B2-2× DRBD siRNA complex.^[@ref127]^

4.3. CPP Modified Nanocarriers {#sec4.3}
------------------------------

CPPs, along with fusogenic and membrane-disruptive peptides, have been linked to the surface of nanoscale siRNA systems, including lipid nanoparticles, polymer nanoparticle, and inorganic material-based nanoparticles, to enhance their cellular uptake.^[@ref93],[@ref95]^ Kanazawa et al. prepared a micelle using the amphiphilic block copolymers poly(ethylene glycol) (MPEG)/polycaprolactone (PCL) conjugated with TAT peptide via a disulfide linkage (MPEG-PCL-SS-TAT) for effective delivery of a VEGF siRNA. In this system, TAT was used for siRNA condensation, while the disulfide bond was introduced for rapid dissociation by glutathione in the cell cytoplasm. The resulting 100--200 nm MPEG-PCL-SS-Tat/siRNA complexes were safe and exerted good silencing activity *in vitro* (S-180 sarcoma cells) and *in vivo*. Intravenous injection of these micelles (MPEG-PCL-SS-Tat/siRNA) exhibited a significantly stronger antitumor effect in S-180 tumor-bearing mice compared to MPEG-PCL-SS-TAT/control.^[@ref129]^ In another study, TAT peptide was conjugated to chitosan via a PEG linker. The resulting covalent conjugate was utilized for siRNA delivery to neuronal cells (Neuro-2a). These nanoparticles showed safe and effective siRNA delivery with higher reduction of the target ataxin-1 gene compared to nanoparticles made only with chitosan.^[@ref130]^

5. Peptides As Targeting Ligands {#sec5}
================================

Apart from RNA condensation, peptides have also been used as targeting ligands in RNA delivery systems.^[@ref131]−[@ref133]^ Several approaches, such as phage display technology and one-bead one-compound (OBOC) combinatorial bead library method, have been employed to identify peptide targeting ligand.^[@ref134]^ For example, Qin et al. identified a LNCaP specific peptide using the M13 phage display peptide library (Ph.D.-12). Four rounds of biopanning were carried out with LNCaP cells after precleaning on PC-3 cells to remove nonspecific peptides. As a result, a LNCaP cell specific peptide ligand KYLAYPDSVHIW (also termed KYL peptide) was identified. The KYL peptide conjugated protamine successfully delivered FITC-labeled siRNA into LNCaP cells.^[@ref68]^ Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} summarizes some of the peptide targeting ligands that have been adopted for RNA delivery.

###### Peptide Targeting Ligands for RNA Delivery

  targeting peptide                   peptide sequence                             cargo                                                                                 targeting destination                                    ref
  ----------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- -------------
  cyclic RGD peptide                  RGD                                          siRNA inhibiting vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-2 (VEGF R2) expression   integrin receptor expressing neuroblastoma               ([@ref124])
  gastrin-releasing peptides (GRPs)   GRP1, CGGNHWAVGHLM; GRP2, CKMYPRGNHWAVGHLM   siRNA against survivin                                                                GRP receptor expressing breast MDA-MB 231 cancer cells   ([@ref125])
  rabies virus glycoprotein (RVG)     YTIWMPENPRPGTPCDIFTNSRGK RASNGC              PPIL2 siRNA for BACE1 mRNA knockdown                                                  Neuro-2a cells (brain)                                   ([@ref133])
  preS1 peptides                      PAFGANSNNPDWDFNPNK DQWPAANQVGGG              siRNA delivery along with 9 Arg (RRRRRRRRR)                                           HepG2 cells (liver)                                      ([@ref126])

Cyclic RGD (cRGD) is a widely utilized peptide targeting ligand for various therapeutic agents including small noncoding RNAs. cRGD is the targeting ligand of the α~v~β~3~ integrin, which plays important roles in the regulation of cell differentiation, progression, proliferation, and apoptosis. More importantly, the α~v~β~3~ integrin is overexpressed in various cancer cells and promotes cancer cell growth and metastasis.^[@ref43],[@ref135]^ As a result, cRGD can be used to specifically deliver RNA carriers to cancer cells. For example, a cRGD decorated poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoparticle containing microRNA-132 (miR-132) was developed to transfect cultured endothelial cells before transplantation, thereby sensitizing the cells to endogenous growth factors.^[@ref136]^ In another study, a RGD-PEG decorated polycation liposomes (PCLs) containing tetraethylenepentamine (TEPA) was developed for efficient siRNA delivery. Gene silencing of the nanocomplexes was first optimized using a luciferase siRNA (siLuc2) in B16F10-luc2 murine melanoma cells stably expressing the luciferase 2 gene. Later on, the silencing activity was improved by grafting cholesterol on the 3′ end of the siRNA sense strand that allows better retention in the liposomes. This improved delivery system exhibited higher efficiency against metastatic B16F10-luc2 tumors in a mouse model.^[@ref137]^

Peptides have also been used as brain-specific targeting ligands for siRNA delivery. For example, Manjunath et al. demonstrated that a 29 amino acid peptide derived from rabies virus glycoprotein (RVG) can specifically bind to the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (AchR) on neuronal cells. The chimeric peptide consisting of the RVG peptide and nine arginines was mixed with siRNA and successful delivered the siRNA to neuronal cells in a dose-dependent manner. Moreover, the same chimeric peptide cannot deliver siRNA into AchR-negative HeLa cells, indicating the specificity of the chimeric peptide for neuronal cells.^[@ref138]^ In another study, the RVG peptide was decorated on the surface of the siRNA/trimethylated chitosan (TMC) complexes through bifunctional PEG for brain delivery of siRNA. The RVG peptide modified siRNA/TMC--mPEG complexes showed significantly higher uptake in AchR-positive Neuro-2a cells as well as in mouse brain compared to unmodified complexes. Moreover, siRNA encapsulated in these complexes exhibited potent knockdown of the BACE1 gene, a therapeutic target in Alzheimer's disease.^[@ref139]^

6. Safety Profile of Peptide-Based RNA Carriers {#sec6}
===============================================

One major challenge in the clinical transition of RNA therapeutics is the development of an efficient RNA delivery system with a broad therapeutic window.^[@ref140]^ Therefore, low toxicity of peptide-based carriers is critical for its successful application in RNA therapy because the carrier peptide is mainly responsible for both efficacy and toxicity. The toxicity of a peptide-based carrier depends on the amine type, arrangement, molecular weight, and number of cationic charges per monomer unit.^[@ref141]^ In general, polypeptides are safe because of the presence of polyamide backbone that can be degraded in the body by proteolytic enzymes. Since [l]{.smallcaps}-amino acids are the components of naturally occurring polypeptides, the cellular proteolytic machinery does not recognize polypeptides made of [d]{.smallcaps}-amino acids. It has been observed that the CPP sequences containing [d]{.smallcaps}-amino acids induce higher toxicity than parent [l]{.smallcaps}-peptides due to enhanced stability against proteolytic enzymes present in intracellular environment.^[@ref142]^

Barrett et al. recently synthesized numerous poly(amide)-based polymers using the *N*-carboxy anhydride (NCA) polymerization method and studied the structure--activity relationships (SAR) of these siRNA delivery carriers.^[@ref140]^ The fully [d]{.smallcaps}-isomer polymers PA Block ([d]{.smallcaps}-Orn:[d]{.smallcaps}-Phe) and poly([d]{.smallcaps}-ornithine) homopolymer (PDO) were stable up to 2 h in the presence of protease cocktail, indicating negligible degradation of [d]{.smallcaps}-isomer polymers. On the other hand, the PA Block ([d]{.smallcaps}-Orn:[l]{.smallcaps}-Phe) showed little degradation, while the PA Block ([l]{.smallcaps}-Orn:[d]{.smallcaps}-Phe) showed modest degradation, indicating that [l]{.smallcaps}-Orn has better degradability as compared to [l]{.smallcaps}-Phe. The PA Block ([l]{.smallcaps}-Orn:[l]{.smallcaps}-Phe) and PLO ([l]{.smallcaps}-Orn) exhibited the highest degradation rate in the presence of protease cocktail. Similarly, a significant difference was observed in the plasma PK of the ^14^C-mesyl conjugated nondegradable [d]{.smallcaps}-isomer PDO versus the degradable [l]{.smallcaps}-isomer PLO. A very slow elimination rate of PDO from the plasma was observed as compared to PLO.^[@ref140]^

Amino acid residues can also alter the toxicity profile of polypeptides. For example, peptide nucleic acids (PNA) show nephrotoxicity after being conjugated to amphipathic peptide containing Ala, Leu, and Lys. However, addition of Arg sequence in the peptide does not show such toxicity.^[@ref143]^ Moreover, tissue distribution profiles of these peptides are dramatically different. Arg containing peptides show good splicing redirection in targeted adipose tissues even at a low dose of 2.5 mg/kg.^[@ref114],[@ref143]^

7. Conclusion {#sec7}
=============

Despite the great promise of small noncoding RNAs in treating various diseases, the effort of translating RNA therapeutics from bench to bedside has been hampered by several obstacles, such as formulation variations, aggregation in systemic circulation, nonspecific binding, and endosomal entrapment. A great variety of lipids, polymers, and peptides have been investigated in RNA delivery. Among them, peptides have attracted unique attention due to their ease of synthesis, controllable size, multiple functionalities, and tunable structure. Peptides can be used in an RNA delivery system as a cationic component, a cell penetrating component, a targeting ligand, or the hydrophobic portion of an amphiphilic carrier. While using peptides alone as a carrier may not be enough to efficiently deliver RNAs into cells, peptides can definitely be used as an essential part of a multicomponent RNA delivery system. For example, cationic peptides can be utilized as the condensing component to form a nanocomplex with RNAs. Peptide targeting ligands can also be used to modify an RNA delivery system to achieve targeted delivery. Therefore, combination of different strategies targeting each of the barriers is necessary to explore the safe and effective delivery of RNAs using peptide-based carriers. Nonspecific binding and stability of peptides in systemic circulation could be a potential hurdle for any peptide-based delivery systems. As a result, careful fabrication of the delivery system and even PEGylation are needed to guarantee the effectiveness of peptides. Possible immune response is another potential problem for some of the peptides used in RNA delivery. However, these are general problems associated with any peptide-based drug delivery systems, and therefore many strategies have been developed to overcome these problems.

Toxicity or therapeutic window of RNA therapeutics is another important issue that scientists need to consider during drug development. It is critical to use the minimum amount of peptide or polymer carriers in RNA therapeutics to avoid any possible toxicity associated with these carriers, thus leading to a broad therapeutic window.

Moving forward, we believe that peptides will continue playing critical roles in a significant portion of RNA delivery systems.
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